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Café MellemFolk

ADDKEEP DROP

Like we said, it
would be great if
we can start with

the context in each
of the countries on
youth employment,
just transition, etc

Having some minutes
to reply all the

questions of our
organization helped

me to focus on what I
/ My organization can

do 

I think it is a good
idea when do it in
with youth asking

"What is your ideal jo

ADD : Question for
youth vs questions

for NGOS (for youth -
what is your ideal job)
for NGO how do you
already work with this
agenda and what do
you need to improve

Maybe adding a creative/symbolic
component to the presentation, e.g.:
"choose an animal/plant/object that

symbolically represents your
organisation and/or your strategy."

This could be used as a creative
reference to facilitate the thinking

and discussion process and can be
used also for the following parts,
e.g.: use the animal to describe if

and how are you working to promote
the change; why your animal is

struggling on a specific process;
which characteristics of other

animals you would like to have, etc.

Adjust the content
to youth adding
some creative

dinamics 

Maybe add some
links to some more
information about
these topics and

make it more simple
to understand,

specially for young
people or students.  

Some context data on
youth employment. What
are challenges of youth in

getting access to
employment and,

especially, green jobs? 

Too many inputs,
simplify the 4

categories. I have the
feeling the exercise
did not give me any

inputs

Adjust the post its to
youth work

DROP the list of
inputs and instead
define areas with
specific examples

Explain to CSO
how would they do
this dinamic with

youth. What would
they should ask

them?

Very basi suggestion: when
explaining the exercise, let the

content of the map enter piece by
piece (even line by line) and not all

together. When listening the
explanation people have the

tendence of reading other text
already present in the page,

(wrongly) believing that they can
listen and read at the same time
understanding everything, and
that is not true and finally you

need to explain the exercise more
than once

To guide the
participants, bcs it

was at the beginning
was confusing to
think of possible
replies,  perhaps

giving 1-2 examples
woruld work great.

The disucssion part
was nice, but

probably 5 minutes to
think and 10 minutes
to discuss was not

that useful. We spent
oru time mostly

writing things down.

Make it mor simple, not
focussing on the

recomendations but asking
them just to reflect on their
needs as organizations to

improve their work with youth
in relation to green

employment and just
transition

ADD very specific
guidelines (for

example write 1
specific idea for each)

Reformulation of
project for different

target groups is
crucial.

Explain CSO how
would they develop
this part while doing

the training with
youth. What would be

the questions for
youth in this case?

Simplify the second
part of the shirt and
long term activity if
you are making the

workshop with youth

Useful to identify the
key directions our

organization should
work on in a short

and long term

Did not find a
connection between
the second and the

third exercise

Give examples to
clarify the tasks

To complex. Maybe
add the long term ans
short term to the first

excercise

 

I think we should try to include
somehow the gender and the
intersectional approah (youth
with less opportunities) in the
training if we can, providing
some data in the context on
asking them to take that into
consideration while replying
the different training parts

Great the self analysis
on our job with youth

I would transform the second
exercise into "Context analysis -

some data on youth
employment - and reflections on

what are the challenges for
youth in accessing to jobs and
green jobs". It helps create the

link between what an
organization can do for youth

and what youth are facing. -> It
is also easier then to adapt it to

youth training. -> it is better
connect to the "appliyng

recommendations" goal: what
as an organization can we

improve to support youth in the
just ecological transition?

Thank you so much!!!
The desgn of the
training in a short

time was impressive! 

I think we should try to make this
second part simpler. Try not to

focuss so much on the
recomendations but talk about

what are the challenges,
orpportunities and existing tools
organizations have, and in the

other one the internal
improvements or changes they
need to plan to improve their

capacities to better support youth

Idk but I think participants
will need to read to read

some materials
beforehand which is kind
of demanding especcially

thinking of those who
work. Especially working
on the recommendations
necessiates some time to

invest in reading the
conclusions.

AADK
"Working for a more just and sustainable world"

 
Social Entrepreneurship department with cafes

and a hostel
working with marginalized youths with partners in

entrepreneurship 
Engaging youth in topics of sustainability +

preparing for the job market  

Areas of improvement:
More trainings

Closer collaboration with other actors and
companies within the field 

WEWORLD

-> Global Justice, Human rights for all
-> Give protagonism to invisibles, vulnerables and

change makers/fighters/defenders
-> Not access to employment, but empowerment

and capacity building for social change and
activism + advocacy

-> supporting also the private sector in the
transition

-> consolidate the network we are building and
integrate it to our actions (education and

advocacy)
-> first experiment

VOLONTEUROPE

Purpose: We work for social justice through
volunteering, social action and active citizenship.
Leaving no one behind is one of our key focus in

our work. Promoting active citizenship among
people and upskilling them is important to include

those who lack enough opportunities.
Thrugh our advocacy work and projecty, not least
on digital and green skills, we support our people

to become more active citizens.
Supporting young entrepreneurs in different levels

would be the area we can improve our work. 

ALLIANZA POR LA SOLIDARIDAD (ACTIONAID
SPAIN)

1- We are a development and humantarian action
organization that promotes civil society

participation and human rights. We work in the
defense of women rights, migrant rights, climate

justices and humanitarian response
2- We raise awareness with youth groups and
citizenship in general and political and social

advocacy work on climate justice and just tranition
We also promote sustainable models and systems

in the global south (agroecology, renewable
energy, circular economy, waste management,

etc).
3- Related to green jobs or entrepreneurship. We
are doing that in the global south but not so much
in Spain. We are starting now. In relation to raising
awareness and advocacy we have been working

on that for the last years and have more
experience

4- This is our first project in Spain related to green
jobs and entrepreneurship we still need to

reinforce and develop this line of work.

Name of organisation:

Purpose (what you work for):

How can your work be related to a
just and sustainable transition?

Do you already support youth access
to green and just
jobs/entrepreneurship? How?

Where do you think you could
improve? How?

Mellemfolk

SHORT
TERM
Café MellemFolk

LONG
TERM
Café MellemFolk

Giving access to tools
and providing a sense of
co-ownership creates
possibilty for youth to
experiment

Café MellemFolk

Creation of networks that
includes different set of
actors. Exp: Food
industy, food providers,
those that work on food
waste, workers etc

Identify
greenwashing
marketing in
companies and
political speeches

rosemary castro

Funding is a challenge,
we need funding for
programs

Café MellemFolk

Map them and find them

Café MellemFolk

Do not always have the
capacity (in terms of HR)
of creating collaborations

ComunicazioneWeWorld

Access to decision
making processes,
initiatives/organisations
should have access to
take part in those
processes at different
levels. 

Café MellemFolk

The Liege food belt is an
example of how through
bringing different
stakeholders of the food
chain, we support the
creation of jobs

Café MellemFolk

Big fish can support
economically small fish:
engage them and
contract them for
services paying them
decently

ComunicazioneWeWorld

Free or low price training
programs related to
green jobs (renewable
energies, waste
management, circular
eocnomy, etc). and
entrepreneurship and
cooperativism 

Our space in Mellemfolk
is bringing a lot of NGO's
and activists together - it
could also be more open
to entrepreneurs and
other stakeholders

Café MellemFolk

Small actors can bring
innovative ideas

ComunicazioneWeWorld

Not only new funding
programmes, but also
who gets the funding.
Exp: some part of
fundings go directly to
those consultancy
companies.

Communications  and
advocacy tools for
activism

rosemary castro

Such spaces cost money

Café MellemFolk

There is a lot of
fragmentation

ComunicazioneWeWorld

We have build up a
relation with the city
council in Aarhus which
we can support other
actors with

Café MellemFolk

We could gain political
"credibility" by
associating
entrepreneurs to our
political activities - it
would also help bringing
changes in the economy

Café MellemFolk

Local and national
legislation that facilitates
this decent green jobs
and activities aligned
with a just transition and
small initiatives

Highlighting their
innovative solutions,
fostering collaboration
with established
institutions and
amplifying their impact
through targeted
outreach and awareness
campaigns.  

Public events with
different stakeholders ->
it moves needs closer

ComunicazioneWeWorldWith many years of
experience in the service
industry, working with
volunteers we could
support and train others

Café MellemFolk

Reaching out those who
are disadvantaged might  
be a challange for the
organisations.Exp: Equal
access to everyone.

Everyone is busy!
different interests and a
lot of work make it
difficul t to make space
for this alliance building

Café MellemFolk

When scaling up you
often need to use
services / collaborate
with companies which
are doing business as
usual - this can create
resistance by some
groups / reduce support 

As we will do in the
GreenerFuture Project,
fiving possibility to, not
least to young people,
present their
ideas/initiatives to
different stakeholders.

It overcomes
simplifications, 

ComunicazioneWeWorld

It takes a lot of
ressources connecting,
building bridges, keep up
relations, finding
synergies etc.

Café MellemFolk
Financial support for
small initiatives

Keep the political actors
engaged

ComunicazioneWeWorld

AADK 
Onboarding  
An educational
diploma for people
who have a certain
amount of training in
the cafe

Café MellemFolk

VE

Networking
communications. Having
different stakeholders in
one room through our
members work

VE: Long term projects 

Having more projects on
green washing and
green entrepreneurship.
A possible follow up
project after
GreenerFuture

Internal policy
changes

1.

2. Enhanced data
filtering
3.Partnerships and
research.

WW
Youth engagement: 

Cooperation with
schools and universities
to engage youth
(teachers & directors) 

Engage the youth that
usually are excluded / do
not show interest to our
activities

ComunicazioneWeWorld

Engage youth
trainers in the staff

WW
Youth engagement: 

Internal policy - Find
working methods to
create bigger community
in the staff

1.

2. Broaden our area of
actions outside the cities

3. Do not look for long
term engagements, but
instead give to more
people opportunities for
short term engagement

ComunicazioneWeWorld

3 ideas to implement:
training on just transition
and climate justice with
youth, sharing with them
trianing opportunities on
green sectors and
entrepreneurship.
advocacy work on just
transition (legislation and
resources for youth)

VE More networking
opps within our netwrok
from idfferent countries.

Sharing best practicies 

Having in person
gatherings by funding
these meetings
wthrough projects

AADK
A fully fledged 
 restauranteur
degree 

Collab between 
Cafe, uni, culinary
school and city
council 

Café MellemFolk

Haivng dialogue with those who
work at the institutions by
colloboratiın with hem in
workshosp/trainings/events

Onboarding - defining
step by step ToC in
order to set, achieve and
measure intermediate
results, and keep
stakeholders engaged
having a long term
perspective

Onboarding - defining
step by step ToC in
order to set, achieve and
measure intermediate
results, and keep
stakeholders engaged
having a long term
perspective

VE: Internai policy for
members

Making sure that we
have online training
module available for
members who are
already in the
membership and will be
joining in. Training on
green skills

Define tasks and
responsibilities.
Materials and
resources 
Budgeting
 

1.

2.

3.
4.

Make some trainings in
identify in marketing the
green wahing and how
to make it visible

rosemary castro

rosemary castro

Give examples

Maybe it would be
easier instead of
focusing on the
recomendation we
keep it broader and
just ask for
challengest,
portential
opportunities and
existing tools from
a general point of
view

In which area of your work would
it most make sense to apply it?

Which recommendations are
already in place and can serve
as a strong basis? 

On a short term, how would you
implement it in your work?

Which positions or internal policy
would need to change/be added? 

List minimum 3 specific ideas
you could implement in a coming
project.

On a longer term, how would you
gradually implement it in your
work? 

SHORT TERMS

LONG TERM

EVALUATION

PART 1 - WHO IS IN THE ROOM?

PART 2 - RECOMMENDATIONS COLLECTIVE MAPPING

APPLYING RECOMMENDATIONS

GENERAL COMMENTS

TOOLS FROM PILOT PROJECT - TO BE ADDED

MODULE 2

INTRODUCTION RECOMMENDATIONS Collective mapping APPLYING RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTING
RECOMMENDATIONS 

IN YOUR WORK

BREAKOUT ROOM 1

BREAKOUT ROOM 2

BREAKOUT ROOM 3

BREAKOUT ROOM 4

IMPLEMENTING
RECOMMENDATIONS 

IN YOUR WORK

IMPLEMENTING
RECOMMENDATIONS 

IN YOUR WORK

In which area of your work would
it most make sense to apply it?

Which recommendations are
already in place and can serve
as a strong basis? 

On a short term, how would you
implement it in your work?

Which positions or internal policy
would need to change/be added? 

List minimum 3 specific ideas
you could implement in a coming
project.

On a longer term, how would you
gradually implement it in your
work? 

SHORT TERMS

LONG TERM

IMPLEMENTING
RECOMMENDATIONS 

IN YOUR WORK

In which area of your work would
it most make sense to apply it?

Which recommendations are
already in place and can serve
as a strong basis? 

On a short term, how would you
implement it in your work?

Which positions or internal policy
would need to change/be added? 

List minimum 3 specific ideas
you could implement in a coming
project.

On a longer term, how would you
gradually implement it in your
work? 

SHORT TERMS

LONG TERM

IMPLEMENTING
RECOMMENDATIONS 

IN YOUR WORK

WHO IS IN THE ROOM

Vision and Budget

More time to implement project
with young people with

disatvanteges

Adjust the post its to youth


